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Abstract

T and B cells capture antigens via membrane fragments of antigen presenting cells (APC) in a process termed trogocytosis.
Whether (and how) a preferential transfer of some APC components occurs during trogocytosis is still largely unknown. We
analyzed the transfer onto murine T and B cells of a large panel of fluorescent proteins with different intra-cellular
localizations in the APC or various types of anchors in the plasma membrane (PM). Only the latter were transferred by
trogocytosis, albeit with different efficiencies. Unexpectedly, proteins anchored to the PM’s cytoplasmic face, or recruited to
it via interaction with phosphinositides, were more efficiently transferred than those facing the outside of the cell. For
proteins spanning the PM’s whole width, transfer efficiency was found to vary quite substantially, with tetraspanins, CD4
and FcRc found among the most efficiently transferred proteins. We exploited our findings to set immunodiagnostic assays
based on the capture of preferentially transferred components onto T or B cells. The preferential transfer documented here
should prove useful in deciphering the cellular structures involved in trogocytosis.
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Introduction

Over the past few years, the intercellular exchange of PM

proteins between cells of the immune system has been reported

many times [1,2]. Different terms have been used to describe this

process such as trogocytosis [2], shaving reaction [3], nibbling [4],

swapping [5] or snatching [6]. It is still unclear if these different

terms describe similar or different phenomena. The mechanisms

whereby membrane fragments can exchange between cells are still

largely unknown but it appears that not all cellular components

can be exchanged. On the one hand, using fluorescent chemical

probes targeting various subcellular compartments, we and others

reported that dyes located at the PM rather than intracellular ones

were transferred, suggesting some selectivity based on the location

of labels within the cell [7,8]. Regarding selectivity within the PM,

however, using global labels such as lipids, proteins or glycocon-

jugates, we could not document selectivity of transfer since all

these components were efficiently captured [7,9]. On the other

hand, Western blotting of biotinylated proteins captured by T or

NK showed that only a subset of the PM proteins expressed by

target cells were concerned, suggesting that some selectivity does

occur, at least amongst the proteins present at the PM [8,10].

Furthermore, using antibodies against candidate surface proteins,

it was found that only some of them were transferred [6,11].

Several vectors of intercellular communication that could

account for the processes described above have been proposed

[1,5,12,13]. These include the formation of membrane bridges

[14], membrane nanotubes [15–17], the secretion of vesicles

including exosomes [18–22] or the tearing of membrane fragments

[23]. Unfortunately, since there are no means to selectively block

these processes, it is still impossible to unambiguously know which

one(s) is (are) involved in the specific capture of membrane

fragments by trogocytosis.

In the absence of specific ways to block the formation of the

above structures, we reasoned that identification of proteins

transferred or not during trogocytosis (to be compared with what is

currently known on the identity of molecules conveyed by

exosome/microvesicles [24,25] or by nanotubes [26] for instance)

could help deciphering the mechanism(s) of trogocytosis.

The exchange of PM components has been exploited as the

basis for TRAP (TRogocytosis Analysis Protocol) assays as

immunodiagnostic tools. Indeed, we and others have shown that

the capacity of antigen-reactive T or B cells to capture PM

components could be exploited to identify those lymphocytes

within a complex mixture of cells [7,9,27–30]. TRAP assays have

been based on the fluorescent detection of captured proteins

[7,9,27], lipids [7,9,29] or glycoconjugates [9], or even of GFP-

tagged MHC class I molecule [30], but this latter approach, which

would require the generation of individual GFP-tagged versions

for every single MHC molecule being studied, would be rather

difficult to generalize. Identification of one or more GFP-tagged

protein that gets efficiently transferred as a bystander during
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trogocytosis could, in principle, present several advantages for the

detection of lymphocytes compared to biochemical components

incorporated exogenously.

Therefore, we investigated the selectivity of the transfer at the

protein level with the hope that the pattern of protein transferred

(or not transferred) could provide us with clues on the mechanisms

involved in trogocytosis and with the subsidiary aim of

contributing to the development of TRAP assays. To this end,

we undertook the analysis of the efficiency of transfer to murine T

or B cells by trogocytosis of a number of proteins fused to auto-

fluorescent proteins (AFP). We thus used a panel of AFP-fused

proteins that target distinct subcellular locations such as lysosomes,

endoplasmic reticulum, nucleus, cytosol, and the PM. We used a

panel of PM proteins with various modes of insertion such as

anchoring to the internal or external leaflet or integral membrane

proteins, as well as various constructs expected to be enriched or

excluded from membrane microdomains, the so-called «rafts». We

found that only proteins present at the PM were detectably

transferred, and evidenced some degree of selectivity in the

transfer of certain PM-associated proteins during trogocytosis.

Furthermore, we found that the identification of efficiently

transferred proteins could be exploited for the design of novel

immunomonitoring tools.

Results

Setup of an experimental system to evaluate the
preferential transfer of fluorescent proteins by
trogocytosis

With the aim of understanding if some proteins were more

efficiently transferred than others during trogocytosis, we chose an

approach whereby fluorescent forms of proteins representative of

various subcellular localizations and various anchoring to the

plasma membrane were expressed in transiently transfected cells.

We would then co-culture these transiently transfected cells with

either T or B cells, and analyse the efficiency of transfer of the

GFP-tagged proteins by trogocytosis. Because only a small

percentage of the components present on the target cells are

captured by effector cells, we needed a system where the

fluorescent proteins could be expressed at high levels and in a

large proportion of target cells. Transient transfection of HEK

cells is one of the more efficient and versatile systems for the

expression of plasmid-encoded recombinant proteins in a

mammalian cell. Therefore, we used HEK cells engineered to

express a flagged form of FccRII [31] (Figure 1A), which allows

them to be targeted by T or B cells coated with appropriate

antibodies (an approach termed «redirected trogocytosis’’) [32,33].

For OT-I CD8+ or OT-II CD4+ T, trogocytosis on the HEK-

FccRII cells was triggered very efficiently by the Y3 anti-H-2Kb

mAb, as shown by the capture of the FccRII receptor but not in

the absence of mAb nor in the presence of a mouse IgG2a isotype

control (Figure 1B and C). The capture of FccRII receptor by T

cells was simply detected with the 2.4.G2 anti-FccRII/III mAb

since T cells do not express these receptors endogenously. For

MD4 B cells, we found that HEK-FccRII cells could also be used

as targets for redirected trogocytosis when the co-culture was

performed in the presence of the anti-BCR k chain mAb but not

in the absence of mAb nor in the presence of the rat IgG1 isotype

control (Figure 1D). In B cells, which constitutively express

FccRII, we used the Flag epitope carried by the recombinant

FccRII protein expressed by HEK cells to monitor trogocytosis

with anti-Flag antibodies. Since, as in previous studies [32], we

could not detect any differences (i.e. no trogocytosis was triggered)

when isotypic controls were used as compared with no mAb added

(Figure 1B–D) we chose to use controls simply performed in the

absence of mAb for the bulk of our experiments. We obtained or

generated a series of 32 different constructs encoding proteins

fused to GFP or chromatic variants. The identity, source and

expected subcellular location are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.

When each one of these constructs was transiently transfected in

HEK-FccRII, a high proportion (.40%) of the cells consistently

over-expressed the protein (see Figure S1). The vast majority of

these constructs which encode proteins fused to AFP have been

described before and extensively used by various laboratories

worldwide (see reference for each of them in Table 1 and 2). For

each of these constructs, we thus simply confirmed the expected

localization of each fluorescent protein by fluorescence microscopy

(Figure 2 and data not shown). For the few constructs generated in

our laboratory, a more detailed analysis of their localization was

performed using co-localization experiments with plasma mem-

brane or nucleus markers (not shown). Furthermore, we confirmed

the correct topology of the various fusion proteins using a

polyclonal anti-GFP antibody in flow cytometry experiments, by

checking that permeabilization was required in order to detect

AFP moieties located intracellularly whereas this step was not

necessary when the AFP moiety was accessible extracellularly (not

shown). Importantly, we found no marked alteration in the overall

efficiency of trogocytosis by OT-I CTL for any of the plasmids

used, as detected by the capture of FccRII (Figure 1E), indicating

that the overexpression of these proteins does not detectably alter

the interaction between target cells and effector cells. Similar

results were obtained with OT-II cells or MD4 B cells (not shown).

Thus, using redirected trogocytosis, HEK-FccRII cells provide a

versatile cellular system to study the capture of overexpressed,

fluorescent proteins by T or B cells and the capture of FccRII can

be used to control for trogocytosis efficiency.

Quantitative differences in the detection of the capture
of various fluorescent proteins in redirected trogocytosis

We then looked if we could detect differences in the capture of

the fluorescent proteins by T or B cells during trogocytosis. As seen

in Figure 3A and Table 1, no significant transfer was detectable for

any of the proteins that reside in intracellular compartments such

as the nucleus, cytosol, or intracellular organites. Conversely, all

the proteins predicted to localize at the PM were transferred, albeit

with variable efficiencies: whilst the transfer of some was easily

detectable, for others only a moderate transfer was observed

(Figure 3A and Table 1). Very comparable results were obtained

when trogocytosis by OT-II T helper cells (Figure 3B and Table 1)

or when MD4 B cells (Figure 3C and Table 1) were performed.

Note that in the case of GFP-H-Ras, some non-specific transfer

(i.e. transfer in the absence of triggering mAb) was noticed towards

all the effector cells, reminiscent of a recent report describing the

spontaneous passage of H-Ras to fresh human T lymphocytes

[34]. This transfer was nevertheless greatly increased in the

presence of mAb (see Figure 3 and Table 1). We found a similar

capacity of CD4-GFP to transfer spontaneously to B cells

(Figure 3C), but, quite remarkably, not to T cells (Figure 3A and

B). When trogocytosis by T cells was triggered by the Y3 mAb,

however, CD4 was then transferred very efficiently (Figure 3A and

B and Table 1). The reason for this difference in CD4-GFP

capture between B and T cells remains to be elucidated. Note that

in all cases, the capture of FccRII was determined and was not

detectably affected by the nature of the GFP-tagged molecule

expressed (see Figure 1 and data not shown). Altogether, our

results reveal that quantitative differences do exist in the transfer

efficiency of individual proteins from target cells to T or B cells,

Protein Swap & Trogocytosis
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with a remarkable degree of similarity in the efficiency of transfer

of all the various proteins to the three types of lymphocytes.

A similar pattern of protein transfer occurs upon antigen-
triggered trogocytosis

Next, we evaluated if preferential transfer also occurred in

trogocytosis triggered by antigen recognition. For that, a clone of

HEK cells stably expressing the OVA antigen covalently linked to

H-2Kb molecules and to b2m was transiently co-transfected with

the set of constructs presented in Table 1. These HEK

transfectants were then exposed to OT-I T cells, in the absence

or presence of latrunculin B, which is known to block trogocytosis

in T cells via inhibition of conjugate formation between T cells

and their cellular partners [35]. Capture of the H-2Kb-b2m-OVA

complex by OT-I T cells was detected by the 25D1.16 mAb and

provided a similar internal control of trogocytosis efficiency as for

FccRII capture in Figure 1. As shown in Figure 4 for three

representative examples, we found that capture of the H-2Kb-

b2m-OVA complex was comparable whatever construct trans-

fected in HEK cells and was blocked in the presence of latrunculin

B, proving that the overall Ag-mediated trogocytosis was not

affected by overexpressed proteins (Figure 4A, and data not

shown). For the GFP-tagged proteins tested, the pattern of capture

by OT-I T cells was very comparable to what was found in the

case of redirected trogocytosis, as shown for representative

examples of proteins transferred either efficiently (CD9), or

moderately (CXCR5) or not at all (MeCP2) (Figure 4B, and data

not shown).

The transfer efficiency of a given protein by trogocytosis
is neither directly related to its level of expression by
target cells, nor to the proportion of the protein present
at the PM

Although the results described above do show quantitative

differences in the efficiency of transfer of various PM proteins, it

remained unclear if these differences truly represented selectivity,

since two other factors could potentially influence the transfer

efficiency of a given PM protein: i) its level of expression on the

target, and ii) its distribution between the PM and other intra-

cellular compartments.

To address the impact of the expression level of proteins on

their transfer efficiency, we proceeded via several ways. Firstly, as

shown in Figure 5A and as anticipated from the results presented

in Figure 2 and Figure S1, we found that there was no global

correlation between the level of expression of a protein and its

transfer efficiency onto OT-I T cells: some poorly expressed

Figure 1. HEK-FccRII cells and their transient transfectants are targets of murine T and B cells in redirected trogocytosis
experiments. A) HEK cells (grey histogram) or HEK-FccRII (white histogram) were stained with the anti-murine FccRII/RIII mAb 2.4G2 and analyzed
by flow cytometry. B) HEK-FccRII cells were incubated 1 hour at 37uC with activated OT-I T cells in the presence (white histogram) or absence (grey
histogram) of the Y3 mAb triggering trogocytosis or in the presence of its isotype control (dashed line) before analysis by flow cytometry using anti-
CD8 and anti-FccRII/RIII mAb. Shown are histograms of FccRII/RII staining on gated CD8+ T cells. C) as in B) except that OT-II T cells were used instead
of OT-I cells and were detected using anti-CD4 mAb. D) As in B) except that MD4 B cells coated or not with anti-k chain mAb or its isotype control
were used instead of OT-I T cells and that FccRII/RIII capture was detected with the anti-Flag Ab on gated B220+ B cells. E) As in B) except that capture
of FccRII was analyzed after co-culture of OT-I T cells with HEK-FccRII that were transiently transfected 48 hours earlier with vectors encoding the
indicated proteins fused to GFP. Capture of FccRII from HEK-FccRII transfected with the indicated constructs is shown as fold induction, which was
calculated as indicated in the Materials and Methods section and normalized with fold induction obtained in cocultures with untransfected HEK-
FccRII. Represented are means plus standard deviation from 3 independent experiments (no statistically significant differences emerged from student
t-test analysis).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0008716.g001
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proteins are efficiently transferred while other ones, efficiently

expressed, are transferred very poorly. Similar results were

obtained on OT-II CD4 T cells and MD4 B cells (not shown).

We also analyzed the transfer efficiency of various proteins for

which we manipulated the level of expression either by sorting

clones expressing different levels or by using different transfection

conditions (Figure S2 and Comment S1). The conclusion from

these experiments is that above a certain level of expression, no

increase in transfer efficiency could be evidenced.

To analyze the influence of distribution of the protein between

the PM and the intra-cellular compartments, we also assessed the

capture of proteins for which we had specific mAb directed against

extracellular epitopes at our disposal. In this case, only the fraction

of PM proteins present at the membrane, not total protein, is

analyzed. Using mAb instead of the overall GFP fluorescence to

detect capture, we confirmed that CD4 and CD9 transferred more

efficiently than CXCR4 or CCR5 (Figure 5B). We also used a

morphologic approach to quantify the ratio between the expression

at the PM and in intracellular compartments for various proteins

and found that this ratio was not higher in the case of proteins

efficiently transferred (Figure S3 and Comment S2).

Previous papers have demonstrated a critical role for actin

cytoskeleton during trogocytosis [32,35,36], and ectopically

expressed proteins could potentially have influenced transfer

efficiency through alterations of the cytoskeleton of transfected

cells. Our results in Figure 1E did, however, indicate that all

transfected HEK cells behaved similarly in trogocytosis assays,

whatever AFP-protein was expressed. We did not, therefore,

consider that it was worthwhile to explore this possibility by other

means than by showing that latrunculin abolished trogocytosis

(Figure 4 and not shown).

Impact of the manipulation of anchoring motifs present
in proteins on their preferential transfer

As evidenced in Figure 3 and Table 1, all PM proteins were

transferred onto T and B cells during trogocytosis although with

very different efficiencies. A higher efficiency for proteins

anchored in the internal leaflet of the PM compared to proteins

of external leaflet of the PM was frequently observed. A protein

recruited to the internal leaflet of the PM via interaction with

phospholipids (PH domain of PLC-d1 fused to GFP) was also

found to transfer efficiently, whereas no transfer was detected

for the PH domains of other proteins that transiently interact

either with the nuclear membrane (CFP-Grp) or with endo-

somes (GFP-PX). Finally, among transmembrane proteins, all

tested members of the tetraspanin family were found to transfer

Table 1. Summary of the characteristics of the fluorescent proteins initially used in this study.

Protein Cellular location Type of anchor Origin
Transfer to
CD8+ T cells

Transfer to
CD4+ T cells

Transfer to
B cells

RE-GFP RE - [61] 2 2 2

NLS-GFP Nucleus - [61] 2 2 2

MeCP2-GFP Nucleus - This study 2 2 2

CFP-Grp1 Nucleus - [62] 2 2 2

Actine-GFP Cytosol - Clontech 2 2 2

Myosin-GFP Cytosol - Addgene 2 2 2

GFP-PX Endosomes - [62] 2 2 2

GFP-CD59 PMe GPI [63] + + +

GFP-H-Ras PMi+Golgi Farnesyl, palmitoyl [64] ++ ++ ++

GFP-K-Ras PMi+Golgi Farnesyl, poly basic domain [64] ++ ++ ++

Fyn-GFP PMi Myristoyl, palmitoyl [64] + + +

VSVG-GFP PMt Transmembrane peptide [65] + + +

LAT-GFP PMi Transmembrane peptide [66] + + +

HA-GFP PMt Transmembrane peptide [40] + + +

YFP-GT46 PMt Transmembrane peptide [67] + + +

CD4-GFP PMt Transmembrane peptide [68] ++ ++ ++

CCR5-GFP PMt Transmembrane peptide [68] + + +

CXCR4-GFP PMt Transmembrane peptide [68] + + +

GFP-CD9 PMt Transmembrane peptide [69] ++ ++ ++

CD81-GFP PMt Transmembrane peptide [70] ++ ++ ++

YFP-CD82 PMt Transmembrane peptide [71] ++ ++ ++

GFP-PH-PLC-d1 PMa - [72] ++ ++ ++

P59HcK-GFP PMi Myristoyl, palmitoyl [49] + + +

P61HcK-GFP Lysosomes palmitoyl [49] 2 2 2

GAP43-GFP PMi Palmitoyl, polybasic domains [37] + + +

FcRc-GFP PMt Transmembrane peptide [33] ++ ++ ++

PMe, external leaflet of PM; PMi, internal leaflet of PM; PMt, Spanning the PM; PMa, associated to the PM through interaction with phosphoinositide. Note that
proteins were arbitrarily classified as not transferred (2, fold induction around 0.8–1.2), poorly transferred (+, fold induction in the range (1.5–3) and efficiently
transferred (++, fold induction .3).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0008716.t001
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efficiently, as well as CD4 and FcRc, but others transferred

only modestly (including proteins with seven transmembrane

segments).

These results suggest that the mode of anchoring of a given

protein to the PM is likely to play a major role in determining its

transfer efficiency. If this is true, the anchoring motif of a protein

Table 2. Impact of PM anchors on the transfer efficiency of fluorescent proteins.

Protein Cellular location Origin
Transfer to
CD8+ T cells

Transfer to
CD4+ T cells

Transfer to B
cells

GPI-anchored proteins

GFP-CD59 (WT) PMe [63] + + +

GFP-GPI (anchor only) PMe [63] + + +

Ras-family members

GFP-H-Ras (WT) PMi+Golgi [64] ++ ++ ++

GFP-CAAX-H-Ras (anchor only) PMi+Golgi This study; based on [64] ++ ++ ++

GFP-K-Ras (WT) PMi+Golgi [64] ++ ++ ++

GFP-CAAX-K-Ras (anchor only) PMi+Golgi This study; based on [64] ++ ++ ++

Src-family members

Fyn-GFP (WT) PMi [64] + + +

Fyn anchor GFP (anchor only) PMi [37] + + +

Fyn anchor G2A-GFP (mutated anchor only) Cytosol [37] 2 2 2

P56Lckanchor-GFP (related anchor only) PMi [37] + + +

Yes anchor-GFP (related anchor only) PM [37] + + +

PMe, external leaflet of PM; PMi, internal leaflet of PM; PMt, Spanning the PM; PMa, associated to the PM through interaction with phosphoinositide. Note that
proteins were arbitrarily classified as not transferred (2, fold induction around 0.8–1.2), poorly transferred (+, fold induction in the range (1.5–3) and efficiently
transferred (++, fold induction .3).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0008716.t002

Figure 2. Localisation of GFP-tagged proteins overexpressed in HEK-FccRII cells. HEK-FccRII cells transiently transfected 48 hours earlier
with constructs encoding the indicated GFP-tagged proteins were imaged by fluorescence microscopy. Although only nine transfectants are shown
here for reasons of space, the localisation of each one of the proteins tested in this study was analyzed and found to conform to the localisation
reported in the literature (see Table 1 and 2). Scale bars represent 50 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0008716.g002
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should be sufficient to recapitulate the characteristics of GFP

transfer onto T and B cells during trogocytosis. To test this

prediction we studied GFP proteins targeted to the PM using

minimal anchor motifs corresponding to those found in proteins

efficiently or inefficiently transferred. As shown in Table 2, we

observed that the transfer efficiency of GFP-CD59 (which is

anchored to the PM via a glycophosphatidyl moiety) was

comparable to that of GFP fused only to a GPI-anchor motif

Figure 4. Quantitative differences in the transfer efficiency of various GFP proteins on T or B cells during Ag-mediated
trogocytosis. A) OT-I T cells were co cultured with HEK-H-2Kb-b2m-OVA cells that were transiently transfected 48 hours earlier with vectors
encoding the indicated protein fused to GFP. The histograms show the capture by OT-I cells of the peptide-MHC complex (recognised by the 25D1.16
mAb), during the co culture with the target cells in the presence (white line) or absence (grey line) of latrunculin B. Left, middle and right panels
provide typical examples of the results obtained respectively for proteins not transferred, poorly transferred or efficiently transferred onto OT-I T cells.
B) As in A) except that GFP fluorescence was analyzed on gated OT-I T cells. Similar results were obtained for all the constructs shown on Table 1 and
2, and reproduced in 2 independent experiments.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0008716.g004

Figure 3. Quantitative differences in the detection of the capture of various fluorescent proteins in redirected trogocytosis. A) OT-I T
cells were co cultured with HEK-FccRII cells transiently expressing the indicated protein fused to GFP. Shown are histograms of GFP fluorescence on
OT-I cells co cultured with the target cells in the presence (white histograms) or absence (grey histograms) of the Y3 mAb. Top, middle and bottom
panels provide respectively three illustrative examples of proteins that are not significantly transferred, poorly transferred or efficiently transferred
onto OT-I T cells during trogocytosis. B) As in A) except that OT-II T cells were used instead of OT-I T cells. C) As in A) except that MD4 B cells coated or
not with an anti-k chain mAb were used instead of OT-I T cells. The profiles represented in top, middle and bottom rows formed the basis for the
semi-quantitative classification of proteins presented in Table 1 and 2: not transferred (2, fold induction around ,1.5), poorly transferred (+, fold
induction in the range (1.5–3) and efficiently transferred (++, fold induction .3). Note that, in most cases, preferential transfer of proteins was
analyzed in parallel with CD4+, CD8+ and B cells allowing comparison not only between the various proteins but also between the effector cells
themselves. Similar results were obtained in 2 other experiments.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0008716.g003
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(GFP-GPI). Similarly, GFP carrying just the CAAX box of H-Ras

was as efficiently transferred as GFP-H-ras (Table 2). Regarding

members of the src-kinase family, we found that Fyn-GFP or GFP

modified just by the fyn anchor were only modestly transferred

during trogocytosis. Interestingly, all the members of this family

were modestly transferred, although their anchors differed in the

presence of charged residue (Fyn: neutral; Yes: two positive

charges; Lck: two negative charges; GAP-43: three positive

charges) [37]. Furthermore the fusion of GFP to a mutated form

of fyn anchor (FynG2A), which was located in the cytosol rather

than at the PM, did not transfer during trogocytosis (Table 2).

These examples therefore show that the moiety responsible for the

PM anchoring of a protein seems necessary and sufficient to allow

(and possibly to predict) the transfer efficiency of PM proteins

during trogocytosis.

Capture of the efficiently transferred FcRc-GFP protein is
a suitable marker to identify antigen-specific CTL by
TRAP assays

In previous studies, we found it possible to identify reactive CTL

via the capture of lipophilic probes incorporated in the PM of APC

expressing their cognate antigen [7,9,28]. In the context of the

findings reported here, we determined if the capture of one of the

more efficiently captured molecule could be used in TRAP assays

instead of lipophilic probes. For this, we used CTL responding to

an immunization with an adenylate-cyclase (CyaA) vector carrying

the immunodominant H-2Kb-restricted OVA 257-264 peptide of

ovalbumin [7,9,28]. Total splenocytes from immunized or control

naı̈ve B6 mice were incubated with HEK cells stably expressing

FcRc-GFP, which had been transiently transfected or not with a

construct encoding H-2Kb-OVA-b2m construct [38]. As a

control, we also used EL4 cells labelled with a fluorescent

lipophilic probe and pulsed with the OVA peptide as target cells.

As shown in Figure 6A, we indeed found that we could identify

around 20% of CD8+ T cells displaying FcRc-GFP fluorescence

after exposure of splenocytes from immunized mice to HEK-

FcRc-GFP cells expressing the H-2Kb-OVA-b2m antigen. Inter-

estingly, this proportion of OVA reactive CTL was quite

comparable to that of CTL displaying DiO staining after exposure

to DiO-labelled EL4 cells pulsed with the OVA antigen (Figure 6B)

or to CTL stained with the H-2Kb-OVA tetramer (not shown) or

producing IFN-c upon antigenic stimulation (not shown). Thus

our results show that TRAP assays based on the capture of

preferentially transferred GFP-tagged proteins permit the identi-

fication of reactive CTL within a complex mixture of effector cells

with similar efficiencies to other previously documented methods.

Discussion

In this study, based on the measurements of the transfer

efficiency by trogocytosis of a series of fluorescent proteins, we

found that only proteins present at the PM were detectably

transferred, and evidenced some degree of selectivity in the

transfer of PM-associated proteins during trogocytosis. We believe

our findings could not only help to distinguish between the

potential mechanisms proposed for trogocytosis but also be

exploited for the design of novel immunomonitoring tools.

Our results that proteins not associated to the PM are not

transferred during trogocytosis (Figure 3 and Table 1) are

compatible with previous results obtained with cytosolic dyes such

as calcein, CMTMR or CFSE, which were all shown to transfer

very poorly during trogocytosis performed by T or NK cells [7,8].

Here we have shown that no transfer could be detected for nuclear

proteins such as MeCP2 but also for proteins present predomi-

nantly in intracellular organelles such as the endoplasmic

reticulum, lysosomes or endosomes (p61HcK) or the cytosol (actin

or myosin). In contrast, proteins present at the PM were all

transferred, although with different efficiencies. Those included

integral membrane proteins, as well as others anchored to the

internal or external PM leaflet, but also the PH domain of PLC-

d1, which is not directly anchored to the PM, but transiently

recruited to its cytoplasmic face through interaction with

membrane phospholipids [39].

Among those proteins present at the PM of target cells,

however, we found major differences in the transfer efficiency

(Table 1). Disappointingly, but also interestingly, no obvious rule

emerged to explain why a given PM protein should transfer

efficiently or not. We are aware that the approach we chose is only

relative, and does not allow an absolute quantification of the

transfer efficiency. Thus, we could measure if the transfer of a

given protein, overexpressed in target cells (Figure S1), was easy or

hard to detect or could not be detected at all. As each different

protein could modify target cell recognition by T cells, we first

ensured that trogocytosis, as measured independently by the

capture of FccRII, was not being affected, whatever AFP-tagged

protein was being expressed by the target cells (Figure 1). We are

thus confident that the differences in transfer efficiency we

observed were not the result of an altered recognition of the

Figure 5. The transfer efficiency of a given protein by
trogocytosis is not directly related to its level of expression
by target cells nor to its proportion present at the PM. A) Mean
fluorescence intensities of the expression of the indicated proteins
fused to GFP by targets is plotted as function of the transfer efficiency
(fold induction) on OT-I cells. Both values were obtained from cells
originating from the same transfection well. B) The transfer efficiency
(fold induction) on OT-I T cells of the indicated proteins expressed in
HEK-FccRII as GFP-fusions was analyzed using either GFP fluorescence
(grey histograms) or mAb specific for each molecule (white histograms).
Similar results were obtained in a second experiment.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0008716.g005
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target cells. Second, for a set of selected proteins, we found that

above a certain threshold, the efficiency of trogocytosis reaches a

plateau, and a further increase of the expression level of the

fluorescent protein by target cells does not result in an increase in

the amounts of protein being transferred (Figure 5, Figures S2 and

S3 and Comments S1 and S2). So, we are confident that this

parameter only moderately impacts our conclusions since we only

chose proteins that were expressed at very high levels. Finally, for

the proteins that are associated to the PM, we found no clear-cut

correlation of the transfer efficiency with the proportion of the

protein associated to the PM (Figure S3 and Comment S2). We

are therefore confident that the differences in transfer efficiency we

have found are the reflection of preferential transfer, and we have

tried to understand what molecular basis this selectivity could

have. Furthermore, studies from other laboratories have previously

documented the transfer of several proteins expressed naturally,

and those were all among the set of proteins which we found to be

preferentially transferred to T or B cells from transiently

transfected HEK cells (see the cases of Ras, CD4, CD9 described

below). The fact that these proteins were shown to transfer in

conditions where they were not over-expressed is an indirect

confirmation that the higher transfer efficiency is the reflection of

preferential transfer.

With regard to the involvement of cholesterol-rich membrane

microdomains, we observed that proteins thought to be included

(HA or H-Ras for instance) or excluded from these domains

(VSVG or K-Ras for instance) (see [40] and references therein)

could be either efficiently (H- and K-Ras) or inefficiently (HA and

VSVG) transferred. Thus, the tendency of a protein to associate to

rafts or to be excluded from them does not provide an explanation

to our observations. Note that cholesterol-depleting reagents such

as methyl-b-cyclodextrin have no effect on trogocytosis [[41] and

our unpublished observations] thus reinforcing the notion that,

globally, rafts are not essential for this process. Unexpectedly, we

found that proteins attached to the PM external leaflet, such as

GPI-anchored proteins (GFP-CD59, GFP-GPI), were inefficiently

transferred, whereas proteins anchored to the internal leaflet were

often transferred more efficiently (H-ras, K-ras, p59HcK, kinases

of the src-family in general), as well as PH-PLC-d1, which only

associates to the internal leaflet transiently via phosphoinositides

(Figure 3 and Table 1). These observations are quite counter-

intuitive since proteins in the internal leaflet are not in direct

contact with the interacting lymphocyte and GPI-anchored

proteins have been shown to be frequently transferred to adjacent

cells via a mechanism called GPI-painting (see [42] and references

therein). It could well be, however, that different mechanisms are

involved for trogocytosis and GPI-painting. Regarding the efficient

transfer of proteins anchored to the PM internal leaflet, we are still

looking for a potential explanation, but it is possible that, during

the time of target cell-effector cell interaction, proteins present in

the internal leaflet exhibit a higher mobility than their external

leaflet counter-parts [a concept supported by the work of

Kenworthy et al. [40]], which would likely be engaged in

protein-protein interactions with the surface molecules of lympho-

cytes. Thus, preferential capture of proteins attached to the

internal leaflet of the PM may reflect higher dynamics of this

compartment.

Noticeably, we found that all the members of the tetraspanin

family we tested (CD9, CD81 and CD82) were amongst the most

efficiently transferred proteins (Figure 3 and Table 1). Interest-

ingly, members of this family have already been shown to transfer

efficiently between cells in the course of the interaction between

dendritic cells and T cells [43] and between ovocyte and sperm

[44,45], via mechanisms related to trogocytosis. This could

illustrate a particular role played by the tetraspanin-microdomains

in trogocytosis. Those domains are known as «organizers» of the

PM in that they concentrate particular proteins and lipids through

direct or indirect association to tetraspanins [46], a phenomenon

Figure 6. An efficiently transferred protein can be used in immunomonitoring assays to detect reactive T cells in TRAP assays. A)
Splenocytes from B6 animals immunized (right panels) or not (left panels) with CyaA-OVA were co cultured with the B8 HEK-FcRc-GFP cells (stably
expressing high levels of FcRc-GFP) transiently transfected 48 hours earlier with a vector encoding covalent H-2Kb-b2m-OVA (bottom panels) or left
untransfected (top panels). At the end of the co-culture, cells were analyzed by flow cytometry and GFP fluorescence is plotted as a function of CD8
staining. Numbers represent the percentage of CD8+ cells expressing GFP (present in the gate drawn in the graph). B) As in A except that splenocytes
were incubated with EL4 cells labelled with the fluorescent lipophilic probe CellVue Claret loaded (bottom panels) or not (top panels) with the OVA
peptide. The Fluorescence signal from CellVue Claret was analyzed as a function of CD8 staining. Numbers represent the percentage of CD8+ cells
expressing CellVue Claret fluorescence (falling within the gate drawn in the graph).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0008716.g006
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particularly well described for leukocytes [47]. The precise

composition of these domains, however, still remains to be

elucidated because the molecular approaches to isolate them are

at least partly overlapping with those for the isolation of

cholesterol-rich membrane microdomains. Interestingly, apart

from tetraspanins, two of the proteins we found to be most

efficiently transferred, H-Ras and CD4, were both previously

reported to be captured by T cells from target cells expressing

them naturally [20,34,48], which constitutes an argument

supporting the fact that these proteins are, indeed, more efficiently

transferred than others, and against the possibility that the

conditions of overexpression used in our study may have induced

artefacts. Note that the fact that proteins present in the internal

leaflet as well as integral membrane proteins such as tetraspanins,

thought to have no ligand, are preferentially transferred during

trogocytosis strongly suggests that the preferential transfer of a

protein is not due to a direct interaction with a counter-ligand on

the lymphocyte surface.

Interestingly we found that, in several cases, the anchor domain

of the proteins was a critical determinant of the transfer efficiency

(Table 2). A particularly striking example was when the anchor

domain of Fyn was mutated such that it did not allow lipidic

modifications of Fyn; the resulting protein was confined to the

cytosol and did not transfer by trogocytosis any more. This type of

situation is also well illustrated by the two isoforms of HcK,

another member of the src-kinase family. In the wild type protein,

p59HcK and p61HcK solely differ by the 21 N-terminal amino

acids due to alternative initiation of translation resulting in a

modification of the lipid modifications and of their localization,

p61 being in the lysosomes and p59 at the PM [49]. In our

experiments, we found that p61-GFP does not transfer by

trogocytosis whereas p59-GFP does. When GFP was fused just

to the anchor motifs of src kinases, such as those of Yes or Lck, this

also led to proteins being transferred by trogocytosis. In the case of

Ras, we found that the CAAX box of H-Ras or K-Ras fused to

GFP recapitulated the transfer efficiency of GFP-H-Ras- or GFP-

K-Ras. Finally we found that both GFP-CD59, which is GPI-

anchored, and a GPI-anchored GFP were poorly transferred

suggesting that GPI-anchored proteins are not enriched in the

membrane fragments captured by trogocytosis. All these results

suggest that PM localization is the key element determining the

actual occurrence of transfer of a protein during trogocytosis, and

that the nature of the PM anchor can determine a certain degree

of selectivity during this transfer.

Note that the proteins analyzed in this study were not chosen for

their particular relevance in cellular interactions involving T and/

or B cells. Rather, most of them had been extensively

characterized for the role of their anchor motif in determining

their subcellular location and were therefore very appropriate

probes for our purpose of linking transfer efficiency and subcellular

location. Given the technical difficulties of transfecting primary T

and B cell lines, a possible way to investigate protein transfer in

natural interactions involving T and/or B cells rests on the use of

mAb to known molecules. Results obtained along this line

confirmed that several of the proteins identified in our study (or

belonging to the same family of protein) indeed exchange

efficiently during trogocytosis ([44,45] and see also [50] for a

review). However, these studies, based on the use of mAb

recognizing extracellular epitopes could not reveal the preferential

transfer of proteins of the internal PM leaflet. Yet, in one of the

first studies documenting trogocytosis, the transfer of membrane

fragment was revealed by the exchange of YFP modified by the

palmitoylation motif of neuromodulin (GAP-43), which targets it

to the internal leaflet of the PM [14].

Trogocytosis can be triggered by interactions involving multiple

receptors (see [6,51] as illustrations). In our case, we analyzed

trogocytosis triggered by an identified stimulus such as mAb or

antigen on T or B cells. However, our observation that CD4 is

spontaneously captured by B cells in the absence of stimulation

(Figure 3C) likely reflects the involvement of additional receptors

(expressed on B but not T cells), the identity of which remains to

be elucidated (with MHC class II molecules being possible

candidates).

How can we use these findings to better understand the

mechanisms of trogocytosis? Several models have been proposed

to explain the transfer of proteins by trogocytosis such as those

involving proteolytic cleavage, up-rooting, membrane bridges,

nanotubes, exosomes/microvesicles or detachment of PM frag-

ments or villi [1,23]. The transfer of full-length proteins or of

proteins present only in the internal leaflet of the membrane

clearly rule out proteolytic cleavage and up rooting as possible

mechanisms for trogocytosis. Regarding membrane bridges and

nanotubes, what kind of components can be transferred via such

structure still remains unclear, and this is further complicated by

the fact that various types of nanotubular structures have been

described [52]. Some of those were shown to allow for the transfer

of cytosolic proteins [52], implying the existence of a continuity

between the cytoplasms of the donor and the recipient cell, which

would not comply with our observations that cytoplasmic

components do not get transferred via trogocytosis. In contrast,

other types of nanotubes did not allow for the transfer of cytosolic

components and in fact, for those latter types of nanotubes, no

continuity between the membrane of the two connected cells could

be established [52]. Thus, from what is currently known about

transfer mediated by nanotubes, this last type of structure could be

compatible with the results obtained in our study.

Exosomes are another potential vector of trogocytosis. Thanks

to biochemical and proteomic studies, the protein composition of

exosomes and microvesicles is relatively well known [25,53].

Interestingly MHC molecules (known to transfer during trogocy-

tosis [13]) but also tetraspanins are among the quantitatively major

proteins found in these structures [25,43,54]. However, these

structures also appear to be rich in actin and myosin [25,53,54],

which, we found, did not transfer to effector cells during

trogocytosis. Furthermore, one study reported on the absence of

FcR from exosomes/microvesicles obtained from dendritic cells

[54], and we found FccRII/III and FcRc-GFP to be efficiently

transferred via trogocytosis [Table 1 and [33]]. Although

dedicated studies clearly need to be performed to fully address

the issues of the molecular structures involved in the transfer of

PM-associated materials during trogocytosis, our results provide

arguments against various potential pathways such as exosomes or

nanotubes leading to the establishment of cytoplasmic continuity.

By elimination, our results therefore bring support in favour of

either detachment of PM fragments, possibly in a vesicular form

[55], and/or closed ended nanotubes as the mechanism of

trogocytosis. In line with this last hypothesis, a recent study by

the group of Davis showed that microvilli could be fragile areas

that are preferentially captured by NK cells [56]. Similar

conclusions could be drawn from the study by Pardigon et al.

which showed snatching of the TL molecule by CD8aa T cells [6].

Indeed, this study showed that patches of acquired TL molecules

were present on lymphocytes after capture in ‘‘plates’’ similar in

dimensions to what is observed at the point of contact between

lymphocytes and target cells. The fact that those ‘‘plates’’ remained

as organized membrane domains following transfer indicates that

diffusion of transferred TL is highly limited. These results also make

it unlikely that the TL molecule could be transferred via secreted
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vesicular structures (e.g., exosomes) or tunnelling nanotubes and are

therefore in line with our own results.

A major difficulty to distinguish between all these mechanisms is

the lack of molecular tools to selectively block the formation of

nanotubes, exosomes or microvilli. Such is also the case for

trogocytosis. In the absence of such tools, we believe that our study

opens new perspectives on the identification of the mechanism of

trogocytosis by providing a set of testable predictions based on the

panel of transferred versus non-transferred molecular probes.

A key question about trogocytosis concerns the role played by

captured molecule on recipient T or B cells (see [1,2] for reviews on

such proposed roles). Our study provides a series of proteins

including ligands, receptors, signalling proteins or membrane

organizing proteins which can be tested for their biological function

on recipient T or B cells. Whether functions harboured by these

proteins on donor cells will be fully or partially recapitulated in

recipient cells is a very important question to address both for

mechanistic and functional reasons. Indeed, it is still unclear if

captured molecules insert properly in the plasma membrane of

recipient cells, which will directly condition the functions they can

fulfil [see [33] and references therein for instance].

From a technological point of view, TRAP assays have proven

useful to detect, characterize and purify antigen-reactive lympho-

cytes [28]. Indeed, antigen-reactive lymphocytes can be distin-

guished from the non-reactive ones by their propensity to capture

PM components from target cells expressing the antigen. These

assays were used to identify, characterize and purify lymphocytes

reactive against viral infection [27], tumor cells [29] and vaccine

[7,9,28] both in the mouse and human systems. So far, these assays

were mostly performed using target cells that were loaded with

lipophilic dyes or that were surface biotinylated [7,9,27–29,57].

We show here that similar results can be obtained with target cells

expressing preferentially transferred fluorescent proteins such as

FcRc-GFP (Figure 6). Although, in the context of this study, we

used target cells transfected with plasmid constructs encoding these

proteins, this type of approach would not be convenient for the

wide development of TRAP assays. A more versatile way would,

however, consist in using viral vectors to express a GFP construct

that is efficiently transferred during trogocytosis, or by directly

loading the recombinant protein into target cells using protein

transduction approaches [58]. Furthermore, our finding opens the

way to the construction of a mouse model for the assessment of

trogocytosis in vivo by generating a transgenic mouse expressing a

selectively transferred fluorescent protein under control of an

appropriate promoter driving high levels of expression on

professional APCs. Since trogocytosis is performed by many cells

of our immune system, this could be a useful tool to address the

important issues regarding the role of antigen exchange between

APCs mediated by trogocytosis, or for the parallel identification of

cells of different immune lineages that react specifically with

antigen-bearing cells in the course of a given infection, vaccination

or disease model.

Materials and Methods

Ethics statement
Mice were handled in strict accordance with good animal

practice as defined by the European and French guidelines, and all

animal work was approved by the ethic committee of Midi-

Pyrénées (# 20080307/7).

Mice and cell lines
Effector cells originated from OT-I mice (CD8+ T cells specific

for OVA257–264 presented by H-2Kb), OT-II mice (CD4+ T cells

specific for OVA323–339 presented by I-Ad), or MD4 mice (B

cells specific for hen egg lysozyme [HEL]). To obtain T cells, total

splenocytes were stimulated with the appropriate antigenic peptide

(0.1 mM OVA257–264 for OT-I CD8+ cells and 1 mM OVA323–

339 for OT-II CD4+ cells) and used between days 4 to 6 following

stimulation. B cells from MD4 spleen were used either

immediately or after an overnight culture. Activated T cells or

naive B cells were exposed to HEK cells and to stable transfectants

of these cells expressing either FccRII (for redirected trogocytosis)

or H-2Kb-OVA (for antigen specific trogocytosis) [33]. Other

HEK stable transfectants expressing FcRc-GFP at different levels

were sorted by flow cytometry from a cell line generated previously

[33]. In some assays, the EL4 thymoma cells (H-2b haplotype)

were used as targets cells. All cell lines were cultured in RPMI

1640 with 10% heat-inactivated FBS, penicillin-streptomycin

(100 U/ml) and 2 mM glutamine.

Reagents, antibodies and molecular biology
Peptides were synthesized in our laboratory, HPLC-purified

(.98%) and their identity confirmed by mass spectrometry. The

biotinylated anti-Flag antibodies were from Sigma-Aldrich (Saint-

Quentin-Fallavier, France). Fluorescently labelled mAb against

mouse CD8a (53.6.7.2), CD4 (GK1.5, RM4-4 or RM4-5), B220

(R4-6B-2), FccRII/FccRIII (2.4G2), unlabelled mAb against

murine BCR k chain, rat IgG1 and mouse IgG2a and fluorescent

streptavidin were from Becton-Dickinson/Pharmingen (Le-Pont-

de-Claix, France). Unlabelled mAb to H-2Kb (Y3) and mAb to

HLA class I (W6/32) were obtained from culture supernatant of

the corresponding hybridoma. Antibodies to green fluorescent

protein (GFP) were from Abcam (Paris, France).

Construction of plasmids
Constructs encoding MeCP2 fused to GFP were obtained by

subcloning the PCR-amplified cDNA of MeCP2-B [59] directly in

pEGFP-N3, between the BglII and ApaI restriction sites.

Construction of a vector encoding the FcRc chain fused to GFP

(FcRc-GFP) was described previously [33]. The vector encoding

murine flagged FccRII has been described previously [31]. The

complete list of the plasmids used in the study is summarized in

Table 1 and 2. Cells were used in trogocytosis experiment

48 hours after transient transfections.

Transient transfections
For transient transfection experiments, HEK cells (or sometimes

stable HEK transfectants expressing FccRII, FcRc-GFP or H-

2Kb-OVA) were plated to reach 50% confluence in 6 well plates

and transiently transfected with 2 mg of DNA and JetPEI (Ozyme)

(6 ml/well), following the manufacturer recommendations. The

level of expression of the given molecule was assessed by flow

cytometry using a LSRII cytometer (Becton Dickinson, Mountain

View, CA), and we ensured that the percentages of transfected

cells were always superior to 40%.

Trogocytosis experiments
For redirected trogocytosis, experiments were performed as

described previously [32], but using HEK cells stably transfected

for the expression of FccRII instead of P815 cells. In brief, HEK-

FccRII cells, transiently transfected with the various AFP-tagged

constructs, were placed in U-bottomed 96-well plates (0.56106

cells/well in 100 ml final volume). Effector T or B cells were pre-

incubated or not with unlabelled antibodies triggering trogocytosis

(or in some experiments, their isotype controls) [32] (Y3 anti-H-

2Kb for OT-I and OT-II cells and anti-k chain mAb for B cells)
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and conjugates were formed with HEK-FccRII cells (0.16106

cells/well in 100 ml final volume) by centrifugation for 30 seconds

at 160g, and then left at 37uC for 1 hour. Conjugates were then

dissociated by washing cells twice in cold phosphate-buffered

saline containing 0.5 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid

(EDTA) and pipetting them up and down thoroughly, before

staining on ice with mAbs against CD8, CD4, or B220. Cells were

then analyzed on a LSRII flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson).

Effector cells were gated positively according to their staining with

lineage-specific markers (CD8 for CTL, CD4 for T helper cells,

and B220 for B cells). Transfer of GFP proteins was studied by

directly following the GFP signal on effector cells. Transfer of

Flag-FccRII was followed on T cells by using 2.4.G2 antibody

(against both FccRII/III), and on B cells by using a biotinylated

anti-Flag antibody followed by fluorescent streptavidin

Calculations of trogocytosis efficiency
Fold induction (FI) of trogocytosis was calculated as the ratio of

the median fluorescence intensity of GFP on gated CD4+, CD8+ T

or B220+ B cells, measured in the presence or absence of the mAb

triggering redirected trogocytosis. Values used for the measure-

ments were median fluorescence intensities (mfi). In some cases FI

of the capture of the indicated GFP proteins was normalized

(normalized FI, nFI) by that of the FccRII itself.

Fluorescence microscopy experiments
For quantification of the PM vs. intracellular proportions of a

transiently expressed GFP-tagged protein, a few transiently

transfected cells were taken from those used in trogocytosis

experiments, placed to adhere on coverslips and analyzed by

confocal fluorescent microscopy (Leica TCS-SP2) and the

Metamorph software. A mask corresponding to the PM was

created using staining with anti-MHC class I mAb. This mask was

then used to quantify GFP signals overlapping with the mask

(plasma membrane) and those excluded from the mask (intracel-

lular signals).

Immunization of mice
Mice (3 per experimental condition) received two intradermal

injections (seven days apart) of 20 mg of the CyaA-OVA [60]. For

vaccine preparation, recombinant CyaA carrying the OVA

antigen was mixed with CpG just before the injections, to obtain

a solution with a final concentration of 500 mg/ml CyaA and

100 mg/ml CpG oligonucleotides (CpG 1826: TCCAT-

GACGTTCCTGACGTT, Sigma Aldrich, Saint-Quentin Falla-

vier, France). Seven days after the second injection, mice were

sacrificed and their splenocytes were collected and used in

trogocytosis experiments.

Supporting Information

Comment S1

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0008716.s001 (0.05 MB

DOC)

Comment S2

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0008716.s002 (0.03 MB

DOC)

Figure S1 Examples of the levels of expression attained after

transient transfection with plasmids coding for various proteins

fused to GFP. Typical examples of flow cytometry analyses

48 hours after transient transfection in HEK-FccRII of 9 different

proteins fused to GFP. This type of analysis was performed

systematically for all proteins used in this study to ensure that

strong expression of the GFP-tagged proteins was detected in at

least 40% of HEK-FccRII.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0008716.s003 (0.81 MB TIF)

Figure S2 The transfer efficiency of a given protein by

trogocytosis is not directly related to its level of expression by

target cells. A) Expression by HEK-FccRII cell of the FcRc-GFP

protein expressed after transient transfection with increasing

amounts of vector encoding FcRc-GFP is shown in the top

panels. Capture of the FcRc-GFP by gated OT-I cells exposed to

the target cells shown in top panels in the presence (white

histograms) or absence (grey histograms) of the Y3 mAb. B) The

graph shows the fold induction of FcRc-GFP capture by OT-I

cells as a function of FcRc-GFP expression on target cells,

compiled from eight separate transfections attaining different

levels of FcRc-GFP expression. C) As in B) except that various

amounts of vector DNA coding for CD9 (empty diamonds),

CXCR4 (empty squares) or CCR5 (full circles) were used to

transfect HEK-FccRII cells.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0008716.s004 (1.02 MB TIF)

Figure S3 Differences in the transfer efficiency of various GFP

proteins on T or B cells are not correlated to their expression levels

at the PM. A) A mask (middle panel) delimitating the PM of HEK-

FcRcGFP was constructed using the Metamorph software based

on extra-cellular anti-MHC class I staining (left panel) and was

applied on FcRc-GFP staining in order to discriminate between

GFP fluorescence present at the membrane and intracellularly. B)

Arbitrary fluorescent units given by the software on FcR c-GFP

present at the PM (squares) or intracellularly (diamonds) are given

for 12 different slices of transfected cells (0.5mm difference between

each slice). C) The ratio between cell surface versus intracellular

GFP fluorescence is shown for 4 different clones of HEK-

expressing increasing levels of FcRc-GFP (numbers below the

clone names refer to the ratio of the mean fluorescence intensity of

total FcRc-GFP expression for each clone divided by that of

untransfected HEK cells, measured by flow cytometry). D) The

ratio between cell surface versus intracellular GFP fluorescence

was similarly calculated on HEK cells transfected with four

different vectors encoding either CD4, CD9, CXCR5 or CCR5

fused to GFP. CD4 and CD9 were chosen as examples of proteins

efficiently transferred during trogocytosis and CXCR5 and CCR5

as examples of proteins poorly transferred.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0008716.s005 (0.90 MB TIF)
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